Common beer faults
Introduction
A. SCOPE:
This fact sheet gives a brief introduction into some commonly occurring beer faults. As well as providing an overview
of the basic fault identification methods as well as tips for their correction.

B. Fault identification basics:
When considering faults in beer prevention is always better than cure. Using appropriate recipe design, brewhouse
and downstream processes in conjunction with good sanitation will prevent the majority of faults. However,
competency in fault detection, stylistic accuracy and sensory evaluation are invaluable tools which can greatly
influence the outcome of the finished product.
Sensory Training and Analysis
Sensory analysis by trained staff is a brewery’s best tool for rapid detection of off flavours in beer. Developing an inhouse sensory program enables breweries to consistently evaluate beers for faults and ensure they remain true-tobrand. Undertaking regular sensory training for all team members is important for developing and calibrating
sensory skills. It is also key for team members to identify where they are blind to particular faults.
Sensory training kits are an excellent tool for learning and refining sensory analysis skills. These kits are designed to
develop tasting skills and increase competence in detecting specific beer flavours and faults.
Sensory training should not stop with the brewers, all members of the business should be competent as this will
ensure that faults can be picked up at all points of the process including point of sale. Another benefit of doing this is
that your pool of tasters is expanded.

Know your styles
Beer styles are diverse and comprise a wide array of acceptable and unacceptable flavours which will be specific to
each style. Some flavours are considered appropriate in some styles but not others e.g. DMS in lager. However, some
off-flavours are considered a fault regardless of style e.g. butyric.
Common Beer Faults
The following table outlines some of the more commonly occurring beer off-flavours. Their sensory characteristics,
typical causes and corrective actions for each off flavour are also discussed to assist with improving brewery
processes and fault prevention.
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OFF-FLAVOUR

DESCRIPTION

CAUSE

CONTROL

Diacetyl

Butter, butterscotch, butter popcorn, or
caramel with slick, oily mouth feel.

• Insufficient fermentation maturation or bacterial
infection.
• Micro re-fermentation following dry hopping (Hop
Creep).
• Alpha-acetolactate (AAL) is diacetyl precursor that
is formed early in fermentation. AAL is then
converted to directly that can be reabsorbed by
healthy yeast cells and converted in 2,3 butanediol.
• Incomplete fermentation and/or yeast stress.
• Healthy yeast typically converts acetaldehyde to
ethanol in late stages of fermentation.

• Pitch a sufficient amount of viable yeast and
oxygenate wort adequately.
• Undergo a diacetyl rest for colder ferments to
promote diacetyl reabsorption at higher
temperatures.
• Perform a forced diacetyl test on finished wort
prior to chilling.

• Post fermentation oxygen exposure during
downstream processing and packaging.

• Minimise oxygen pickup at all stages of
downstream processing and packaging.
• Test dissolved oxygen throughout all stages of
downstream processing and in package to identify
where oxygen pickup is occurring and rectify
accordingly.
• Pitch sufficient healthy yeast and oxygenate wort.
Provide adequate beer maturation time, particular
with lager yeasts that typically produce higher level
of H2S. Practice good sanitation processes.

Threshold in beer: 0.1-0.2 mg/L

Acetaldehyde

Oxidised
(Trans-2-nonenal)

Fresh green apple, artificial apple lollies,
solvent/ nail polish remover, slightly
grassy.
Threshold in beer: 10-20mg/L
Wet cardboard/newspaper.
Threshold in beer: 0.5 ㎍/L.

Hydrogen
Sulphide (H25)

Rotten eggs, sulphur.

Dimethly sulphide
(DMS)

Aroma/Taste: Cooked corn, cabbage
and/or boiled vegetables.

Isovalreic acid

Threshold in beer: 25-50 µg/L
Isovaleric acid impacts a cheesy offflavour to beers.

Threshold in beer: 4µg/L

Threshold in beer: 1mg / l.

• Yeast produces hydrogen sulphide during
fermentation.
• H2S production can be increased with yeast
stress.
• Bacterial infection and yeast autolysis can also
contribute to H2S production.
• Produced during fermentation from its chemical
precursor S-Methyl Methionine (SMM).
• SMM in present in malt, particularly in undermodified pale malts. (e.g Pilsner malt).
• The flavour arises from use of hops or hop
products which have deteriorated in quality prior to
use.
• Isovaleric acid is derived from breakdown of alphaacids in hops.
• Isovaleric acid can occasionally be produced by
wild yeasts, specifically Brettanoyyces spp which
may be present either as contaminants or
introduced into beer for conditioning purposes.
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• Same as diacetyl. Ensure healthy yeast pitch,
sufficient wort oxygenation and complete
fermentation.

• Boil vigorously for 60 minutes to maximise SMM
drive off (min 5% reduction in volume) and
minimise opportunity for DMS formation during
ferment.
• Store hops as airtight as possible and chilled.
• Use part bags of hops as quickly as possible.
• Always smell the hops for isovaleric acid prior to
use.
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Forced dIACETYL test
Forced diacetyl testing is a cheap and effective means to assess your brew before you chill it back.
The basic steps for this process are outlined below:
1. Take two small samples from fermentation vessel (FV) and place in watertight/
covered containers (e.g. flask, reagent bottle). One sample will be a control
sample and the other will undergo the forced diacetyl test.

2. Place one sample into a hot water bath and hold at 60 - 70 °C for
30mins.

3. Remove sample from hot water bath and chill down to room temperature.
4. Perform sensory evaluation on both samples.

4. If no Diacetyl is detected the FV can be chilled. If diacetyl is detected, allow fermentation to continue for another
day and repeat the forced diacetyl test.
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